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Free Examples



Free essay examples are a helpful resource for students and writers to gain inspiration and guidance in writing.

Go to Essay Examples
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Plagiarism Checker



This tool scans texts for instances of plagiarism, enabling writers to avoid unintentional plagiarism and maintain the integrity of their work.

Do the Check
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Professional writers can provide high-quality, custom essays tailored to specific requirements and deadlines.

Ask For Help












Choose your subject





Art
487


	
Body Image

	
Creativity

	
Architecture

	
Painting

	
Renaissance







Business
135


	
Leadership

	
Minimum Wage

	
Swot Analysis

	
Marketing

	
Business Ethics







Communication
366


	
Nonverbal Communication

	
Communication Skills

	
Effective Communication

	
Intercultural Communication

	
Propaganda







Culture
626


	
Cultural Identity

	
Ethnic

	
American Culture

	
Indian Culture

	
Chinese Culture







Economics
445


	
Accounting

	
Capitalism

	
Evaluation

	
Imperialism

	
Economic Inequality







Education
962


	
College

	
Homework

	
School

	
Student

	
Higher Education







Family
265


	
Friendship

	
Community

	
Parenting

	
Marriage







Government
512


	
Corruption

	
Constitution

	
Federalism

	
Democracy

	
President







Health
392


	
Obesity

	
Euthanasia

	
Mental Health

	
Nursing

	
Healthy Lifestyle







History
827


	
Genocide

	
Julius Caesar

	
Slavery

	
Utilitarianism







Life
670


	
Happiness

	
Success

	
Freedom

	
Meaning Of Life

	
Memories







Literature
1191


	
Character Analysis

	
Autobiography

	
Satire

	
Romanticism

	
Short Story







Psychology
544


	
Depression

	
Identity

	
Anxiety

	
Bipolar Disorder

	
Integrity







Social Issues
262


	
Abortion

	
Bullying

	
Black Lives Matter

	
Gun Control

	
Racism







War
355


	
Civil War

	
Cold War

	
Vietnam War

	
Pearl Harbor

	
World War II
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Choose the type of your essay


	
Admission

	
Advantages and Disadvantages

	
Analysis

	
Annotated Bibliography

	
Application

	
Argumentative

	
Assessment

	
Assignment

	
Biography

	
Cause and Effect

	
Characteristics

	
Classification

	
Comparative

	
Compare and Contrast

	
Comparison

	
Concept

	
Controversial

	
Coursework

	
Creative

	
Creative Writing

	
Critical

	
Critical Analysis

	
Critical Thinking

	
Critique

	
Definition

	
Descriptive

	
Discussion

	
Experiment

	
Explanation

	
Expository

	
Hypothesis

	
Interview

	
Investigation

	
Lab Report

	
Letter

	
Literary Analysis

	
Literature Review

	
Narrative

	
Outline

	
Personal

	
Personal Statement

	
Persuasive

	
Portfolio

	
Process

	
Project

	
Proposal

	
Pros and Cons

	
Reflection Paper

	
Reflective

	
Report

	
Research Paper

	
Research Proposal

	
Review

	
Scholarship

	
Strategy

	
Summary

	
Synthesis

	
Term Paper

	
Theory

	
Thesis
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How to Get a High-Quality Paper   



	
Step 1
Select the kind of essay you need to be done.


	
Step 2
Clarify your essay topic, its due date, and the number of pages required. Don’t forget to specify other requirements a writer needs to follow.


	
Step 3
Go through the list of available verified professional writers. Select those who meet your requirements and start chatting with them to determine who is the right one for your project.


	
Step 4
Once the writer completes the project and it’s up to your satisfaction, approve the payment.





Let’s get started
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Money Back Guarantee						
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I'm truly grateful for your invaluable assistance! It's not about my incapability to handle my assignments independently, rather, it's my extremely tight schedule that leaves little room for academic endeavors, especially amidst my intensive working hours. Yet, I make it a point to scrutinize all the tasks you've accomplished on my behalf and I must say, your work is consistently outstanding! I can't express how much I value your help!
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The author demonstrated an exceptional level of proficiency, meticulously adhering to the instructions provided and crafting the piece in a way that meets the grading requirements flawlessly. The submission was made well before the set deadline, and the author took commendable efforts to ensure my satisfaction with the final output. Not to mention, the quality of the paper was top-notch.
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This writer truly surpassed my expectations. They painstakingly adhered to my guidelines, even going as far as to neatly label each of their responses, which made it incredibly easy for me to understand what answer pertained to what question. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend them. Even when I tasked them with a specific topic that required a lot of research, they rose to the occasion and delivered a well-researched and well-written piece.
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Professor Jonah is truly an exceptional writer. He possesses a remarkable ability to focus on details and adhered to my directions flawlessly. For anyone seeking a well-crafted essay delivered promptly, I would wholeheartedly endorse him.
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Excellent work! Always delivered punctually and often even ahead of the anticipated time frame.
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This is an incredible platform for students seeking assistance with challenging academic papers. It certainly gets the job done!
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The customer support team deserves my sincere appreciation. Though we've encountered minor bumps along the way, they always managed to rectify them professionally. PaperOwl has been an absolute lifesaver. Juggling the responsibilities of raising four children and handling two full-time jobs, completing my schoolwork would have been impossible without their help. Thank you!
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Impressive work, writer Keira nailed the assignment completely. The paper was composed in a manner that made it incredibly straightforward and smooth to read. I couldn't have wished for a better outcome.
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The writer did an absolutely amazing work on one of my papers, I will definitely hire again when the time comes!!!
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prof. Dana is definitely on top of her stuff. She will deliver not only timely but also follows the instructions and will ask for clarification if needed. Thank you for your time. I’m sure I’ll be using her again soon!
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GraduateWay - 100% Free Essay Database                    


Writing an essay is not easy. It needs impeccable research and editing skills, plus adherence to the predetermined formatting guidelines. That’s why students must possess essential knowledge before they start writing their essays.

However, students who have difficulty creating quality academic essays from scratch can always seek assistance from free essay websites. At GraduateWay, we offer students several free online essays that enhance analytical and critical skills as well as writing skills.

We have professional writers working on a variety of projects. Our academic essay database of professionally written and completely free essay samples is the richest and most diverse on the market.

Browse Our Samples

Today, being a student is hard. From working on several urgent projects to juggling multiple responsibilities, you might feel overwhelmed. Some learners have to combine work and study, which further affects their ability to complete their assignments.

Thanks to our website, learners can access numerous free essay samples, which will help them gather ideas and arguments. As a result, they can finish their assignments on time.

What’s even better, you don’t need to pay to access our free essay sample collection. You can access our essays for free – there are no hidden charges. Our database covers several topics and subjects, so you’re assured you will find what you’re looking for on our platform.

We also have numerous works on specific topics to allow students to find fascinating arguments and approaches to discuss and analyze a subject at hand.

How It Works

We’ve simplified our process so you can access our free online essays with ease. All you have to do is to follow the steps below:

	Step 1:


Enter your topic: If you’ve been assigned an essay by your teacher, enter the essay topic in our search bar and click Search.

	Step 2


Select a sample on your topic: The search result will provide you with several samples of essays linked to your topic. Choose the one that better meets your academic needs.

	Step 3


Download the essay in one click: If you’ve found the right sample, download it.

	Step 4


Explore the text:

Once you’ve downloaded your sample essay, go through it, and let it act as your guide. Don’t copy a section and submit it as your own, instead derive inspiration from it and craft your professional paper.

With that said, our free essays online for students are a crucial source of information, especially for research. From them, you can gain insights and ideas for your work. You will also get to learn how to write coherent essay papers and finish your assignment on time.

In simple terms, students can use our essay for free as a template for their work. Furthermore, you can utilize the list of references at the end of each sample to support your research and writing.

What We Offer

If you’re still having a hard time creating your academic essay paper, you’re better off asking for custom assignment help from an expert writer. The writer will research, plan, and write your assignment from scratch and in line with the guidelines.

Here’s is a list of the benefits you’ll receive from using an expert writer’s help:

Avoid Plagiarism

One significant benefit of using a professional writer is that you get plagiarism-free content. Our writers will write your assignment based on the specific instructions you provide. Hence, they will deliver original and well-researched content.

So, you don’t have to worry another classmate will submit an identical essay. Also, our expert writers utilize a wide range of sources to complete the assignment.

Save Time

Sometimes you might have many tasks in your hands. By hiring a writer, you can save lots of time and focus more on vital tasks. Writing content that stands out takes lots of time and effort. The time and effort that you would rather spend on something more productive, like focusing on unique aspects of your studies.

Adhere to Deadlines

Punctuality is among the benefits of hiring a writer. Professors often set non-negotiable deadlines, meaning students have to work very hard to deliver assignments on time. With the help of our writers, you can submit your assignment on time and secure good grades.

24 Hour Support

We offer you 24-hour support. You can contact us anytime if you have any issue with the work our writer has provided you. Also, you can order an essay paper that’s due tomorrow, and our writers will work tirelessly to finish it on time.

High-Quality Content

Our writers understand we value quality. So, they work hard to deliver great content that helps students get good grades on their papers. Our writers are well-trained and have the experience to produce well-researched, high-quality content that is free from plagiarism and errors.

Our Guarantees

Full Confidentiality

Once you’ve ordered our service, your personal and financial information will get treated with the utmost privacy and confidentiality. We never share personal information with our writers or any third-party website or organization.

Furthermore, we only ask you to provide the information needed to complete your academic writing assignment.

Money-Back Guarantee

In case our work fails to meet your needs, you can request a refund. So, don’t fear ordering a paper from us today.

On-Time Delivery

We guarantee that every order will get delivered on time. Despite handling lots of essays and research papers daily, we can assure you that our team of experts will never fail to meet the assignment deadlines.

Quality Check

We value the quality of work we deliver to our clients. That’s why our QA department thoroughly reviews each essay to ensure that writers have followed each requirement. 

Upon the completion of your assignment, our teams will correct minor grammatical errors in your essay and authenticate the noted references.








Show More





Frequently Asked Questions

Don't hesitate to contact us. We are ready to help you 24/7





Where can I get an essay online?





You will find a number of writing companies online. But if you want the best essay service on the market, consider GraduateWay. We offer you quality essay writing services at an affordable price. Our writers understand that you deserve the best and that’s what they offer. Furthermore, if you’re not satisfied with our work, you can request a refund.                        







Can I download a sample?





At GraduateWay, we allow students to download college essay samples for free. There’s no hidden fee or hiding of a section until you pay. Our academic essays database grants you access to several free essays, which you can download and gain inspiration and ideas.                        







Can you write an essay for me?





We support the efforts of the community to scrap cheating and ensure education integrity in high school, college, and university. However, we understand some students sometimes require help beyond our free samples. That’s why we offer them more practical assistance at a reasonable fee. As a result, they can secure good grades by delivering well-researched essays.
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Contacts

Graduateway.com is owned and operated by Clarketic OÜ

Registered address: Tornimäe tn 7-26, Kesklinna linnaosa, Tallinn, Harju maakond, Estonia, 10145.

Registration number: 16320965

Contact us: [email protected]
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The service can be used for

Supplemental understanding of the topic including revealing main issues described in the particular theme;

Pharapreising and interpretation due to major educational standards released by a particular educational institution as well as tailored to your educational institution – if different;

Correct writing styles (it is advised to use correct citations)

Copyright © 2023 service.graduateway.com. All rights reserved.
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Hi, my name is Amy 👋

In case you can't find a relevant example, our professional writers are ready
to help you write a unique paper. Just talk to our smart assistant Amy and she'll connect you with the best
match.

Get
help with your paper












We use cookies to give you the best experience possible. By continuing we’ll
assume you’re on board with our
cookie policy
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